
Cookies Eigentümer Kategorie Domain Dauer Zweck

_ga Google analytics Analytical www.newyorkpizza.de 24 months This cookies is used by Google Analytics to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly generated number as client identifier

_gid Google analytics Analytical www.newyorkpizza.de 1 day Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the v isitor uses the website.This cookie is used by Google Analytics to track user behav iour. 

_ga_xxxxxxxxxx Google analytics Analytical www.newyorkpizza.de 24 months Cookie used to distinguish unique v isitor and online behav iour. 

incap_ses_xxxx_xxxxxxx Incapsula Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session Cookie is placed by Incapsula DDoS Protection and Web Application Firewall on which HTTP requests are related to a certain session (AKA v isit). Re-opening the browser and accessing same site is supposed to be considered different v isits.

v isid_incap_xxxxxxx Incapsula Functional www.newyorkpizza.de 12 months Cookie is placed by Incapsula DDoS Protection and Web Application Firewall on which sessions are related to a specific v isitor (v isitor representing a specific computer) In order to identify clients which have already v isited Incapsula. 

__RequestVerificationToken New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session information about the user. 

ASP.NET_SessionId New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session ASP.NET uses this cookie to keep track of requests made during a particular browsing session. Enables the retention of and separation of different users. Only used for websites with a password protected area. 

nyp-de-www-affinity_cookie New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

nyp-de-www-affinity_cookieCORS New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

___utmvc Google analytics Analytical www.newyorkpizza.de Session Cookie used to enable Google Analytics. 

nyp-de-api-affinity_cookie New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

nyp-de-api-affinity_cookieCORS New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

MUID Bing Social/Marketing/Advertising www.newyorkpizza.de 13 months This cookie is widely used my Microsoft as a unique user identifier. It can be set by embedded microsoft scripts. Widely believed to sync across many different Microsoft domains, allowing user tracking.

paymentMethodName New York Pizza Functional newyorkpizza.de 6 months Remeber your payment preference (no ID's or accounts)

_ga_xxxxxxxxxx Google analytics Analytical google.com 24 months Cookie used to distinguish unique v isitor and online behav iour. 

_ga Google analytics Analytical newyorkpizza.de 24 months This cookies is used by Google Analytics to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly generated number as client identifier

AcceptAnalyticsCookies New York Pizza Functional newyorkpizza.de 5 years Cookie used to store user consent. 

AcceptFunctionalCookies New York Pizza Functional google.com 5 years Cookie used to store user consent. 

AcceptNonFunctionalCookies New York Pizza Functional google.com 5 years Cookie used to store user consent. 

_gid Google analytics Analytical google.com 1 day Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the v isitor uses the website.This cookie is used by Google Analytics to track user behav iour. 

incap_ses_xxxx_xxxxxxx Incapsula Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session Cookie is placed by Incapsula DDoS Protection and Web Application Firewall on which HTTP requests are related to a certain session (AKA v isit). Re-opening the browser and accessing same site is supposed to be considered different v isits.

v isid_incap_xxxxxxx Incapsula Functional newyorkpizza.de 12 months Cookie is placed by Incapsula DDoS Protection and Web Application Firewall on which sessions are related to a specific v isitor (v isitor representing a specific computer) In order to identify clients which have already v isited Incapsula. 

__RequestVerificationToken New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session information about the user. 

ASP.NET_SessionId New York Pizza Functional newyorkpizza.de Session ASP.NET uses this cookie to keep track of requests made during a particular browsing session. Enables the retention of and separation of different users. Only used for websites with a password protected area. 

nyp-de-www-affinity_cookie New York Pizza Functional newyorkpizza.de Session Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

nyp-de-www-affinity_cookieCORS New York Pizza Functional newyorkpizza.de Session Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

___utmvb* Google analytics Analytical newyorkpizza.de Session Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

___utmvm* Google analytics Analytical newyorkpizza.de Session Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

_schn Snapchat Social/Marketing/Advertising www.newyorkpizza.de Session This cookies come from the Snap Chat retargeting pixel.  This pixel is used to retarget and attribute traffic coming from the social network.

_hjTLDTest Hotjar Analytical newyorkpizza.de Session Determine the most generic cookie path to use, instead of the page hostname. This is done so that cookies can be shared across subdomains (where applicable).

___utmvc Google analytics Analytical newyorkpizza.de Session Cookie used to enable Google Analytics. 

nyp-de-api-affinity_cookie New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

nyp-de-api-affinity_cookieCORS New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

X-AB Google Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 12 months Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

_GRECAPTCHA Google Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com Session This cookie is set by Google reCAPTCHA, which protects our site against spam enquiries on contact forms.

SNID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 6 months To Enable ad delivery or retargeting on the Google domain.

MUID Bing Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 13 months This cookie is widely used my Microsoft as a unique user identifier. It can be set by embedded microsoft scripts. Widely believed to sync across many different Microsoft domains, allowing user tracking.

datr Facebook Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 24 months The DATR cookie is used when a web browser accesses Facebook, and helps Facebook identify suspicious login activ ity and keep users safe.

sb Facebook Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 12 months Used by Facebook to improve friend suggestions. 

CONSENT Google Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 2038* Consent to use google cookies to store v isitors'preferences and personalizes ads - *17 years cookie lifetime. 

_fbp Facebook Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 12 months This cookie is used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real time bidding from third party advertisers.

NID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 6 months  The NID cookie contains a unique ID used to remember user preferences and other information, such as preferred language, how many search results user prefer to have shown on a results page and whether user want to have Google’s SafeSearch filter turned on.

RUL Google Doubleclick Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 12 months Used by DoubleClick to determine whether website advertisement has been properly displayed. 

tta_attr_id_mirror TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 12 months This cookie tracks the online behav iour to push relevant online offer on Tiktok. 

tta_attr_id TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 12 months This cookie tracks the online behav iour to push relevant online offer on Tiktok. 

v iewer_id Google Doubleclick Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 12 months Used by DoubleClick to determine whether website advertisement has been properly displayed. 

passport_csrf_token_default TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 2 months This cookie tracks the online behav iour to push relevant online offer on Tiktok. 

passport_csrf_token TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising sc-static.net 2 months This cookie tracks the online behav iour to push relevant online offer on Tiktok. 

tt_webid Bing Social/Marketing/Advertising bing.com 3 months Cookie used to store if the user has seen embedded content for TikTok. 

OGPC Google Doubleclick Social/Marketing/Advertising doubleclick.net 1 month Used by DoubleClick to determine whether website advertisement has been properly displayed. 

OGP TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com Session Cookie used to store if the user has seen embedded content for TikTok. 

1P_JAR TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com Session The 1P_Jar cookie can be used for multiple purposes within the Google domain. Further information is needed from Client on what data is collected and for what use to assess cookie category

OTZ Google Social/Marketing/Advertising searchrys.com 4 weeks used by Google analytics to track website traffic information. Links activ ities of website v isitors to other dev ices that are prev iously logged in v ia the Google account. In this way, advertisements are tailored to different dev ices.

DSID Google Doubleclick Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 1 day The "DSID" cookie is used by Google to store user preferences and information of Google maps.

SID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 24 months used to play YouTube v ideos embedded on the website.

__Secure-1PSID TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 24 months Security cookie to confirm v isitor authenticity, prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect v isitor data from unauthorized access.

__Secure-3PSID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising doubleclick.net 24 months Security cookie to confirm v isitor authenticity, prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect v isitor data from unauthorized access.

HSID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising doubleclick.net 12 months The "HSID" cookie is set by DoubleClick (which is owned by Google) to build a profile of the website v isitor's interests and show relevant ads on other sites.

SSID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 24 months Google collects v isitor information for v ideos hosted by YouTube on maps integrated with Google Maps.

APISID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 6 months The cookie is used to play YouTube v ideos embedded on the website.

SAPISID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 24 months Google collects v isitor information for v ideos hosted by YouTube.

__Secure-1PAPISID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising www.newyorkpizza.de 24 months Security cookie to confirm v isitor authenticity, prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect v isitor data from unauthorized access.

__Secure-3PAPISID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 24 months Security cookie to confirm v isitor authenticity, prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect v isitor data from unauthorized access.

IDE Google Doubleclick Social/Marketing/Advertising www.newyorkpizza.de 18 months This cookie from Google contains a randomly generated User-ID, which allows Google to recognize you across multiple websites and to serve personalized ads

ac_csrftoken TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising newyorkpizza.de 1 day Cookie used to store if the user has seen embedded content for TikTok. 

part New York Pizza Functional newyorkpizza.de 12 months Cookie to save preference on dev ice

ttwid TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising newyorkpizza.de 12 months Cookie used to store if the user has seen embedded content for TikTok. 

SIDCC Google Social/Marketing/Advertising newyorkpizza.de 12 months Builds a profile of website v isitor interests to show relevant and personalized ads through retargeting.

__Secure-3PSIDCC Google Social/Marketing/Advertising newyorkpizza.de 12 months Used by for targeting purposes to build a profile of the website v isitor's interests in order to show relevant & personalised Google advertising

_ga_xxxxxxxxxx Google analytics Analytical newyorkpizza.de 24 months Cookie used to distinguish unique v isitor and online behav iour. 

__Secure-3PSIDCC Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 12 months Used by for targeting purposes to build a profile of the website v isitor's interests in order to show relevant & personalised Google advertising

_schn Snapchat Social/Marketing/Advertising newyorkpizza.de 24 months This cookies come from the Snap Chat retargeting pixel.  This pixel is used to retarget and attribute traffic coming from the social network.

_ga Google analytics Analytical newyorkpizza.de 24 months This cookies is used by Google Analytics to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly generated number as client identifier

incap_ses_xxxx_xxxxxxx Incapsula Functional newyorkpizza.de ASession Cookie is placed by Incapsula DDoS Protection and Web Application Firewall on which HTTP requests are related to a certain session (AKA v isit). Re-opening the browser and accessing same site is supposed to be considered different v isits.

_gat_UA-xxxxxxx-x Google analytics Analytical newyorkpizza.de Session Google Analytics cookie to throttle the request rate

_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress Hotjar Analytical newyorkpizza.de 1 day Used to detect the first pagev iew session of a user. This is a True/False flag set by the cookie.

_hjIncludedInSessionSample Hotjar Analytical www.newyorkpizza.de 1 day This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that user is included in the data sampling defined by your site's daily session limit.

_hjSession_188073 Hotjar Analytical newyorkpizza.de Session Determine the most generic cookie path to use, instead of the page hostname. This is done so that cookies can be shared across subdomains (where applicable).

_hjFirstSeen Facebook Social/Marketing/Advertising newyorkpizza.de 12 months This cookie is used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real time bidding from third party advertisers.

_hjSessionUser_188073 Bing Social/Marketing/Advertising newyorkpizza.de 3 weeks This is a cookie utilised by Microsoft Bing Ads and is a tracking cookie. It allows us to engage with a user that has prev iously v isited our website. 

_fbp Facebook Social/Marketing/Advertising newyorkpizza.de 12 months This cookie is used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real time bidding from third party advertisers.

_uetv id Bing Social/Marketing/Advertising newyorkpizza.de 3 weeks This is a cookie utilised by Microsoft Bing Ads and is a tracking cookie. It allows us to engage with a user that has prev iously v isited our website. 

_uetsid Google Adwords Social/Marketing/Advertising newyorkpizza.de 3 months This cookie is set automatically by Google Adwords to identify and recognize the user. It is enables us to use Google Adwords for remarketing and to use the whole functionality of Google serv ices

mo_sv id New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de 36 months Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

_gcl_au Google Adwords Social/Marketing/Advertising newyorkpizza.de 3 months This cookie is set automatically by Google Adwords to identify and recognize the user. It is enables us to use Google Adwords for remarketing and to use the whole functionality of Google serv ices

AcceptAnalyticsCookies New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de 5 years Cookie used to store user consent. 

AcceptFunctionalCookies New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de 5 years Cookie used to store user consent. 

AcceptNonFunctionalCookies New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de 5 years Cookie used to store user consent. 

_gid Google analytics Analytical newyorkpizza.de 1 day Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the v isitor uses the website.This cookie is used by Google Analytics to track user behav iour. 

v isid_incap_xxxxxxx Incapsula Functional newyorkpizza.de 12 months Cookie is placed by Incapsula DDoS Protection and Web Application Firewall on which sessions are related to a specific v isitor (v isitor representing a specific computer) In order to identify clients which have already v isited Incapsula. 

__RequestVerificationToken New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session This is an anti-forgery cookie designed to stop unauthorised posting of content to a website, known as CrossSite Request Forgery. It holds no

ASP.NET_SessionId New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session information about the user. 

nyp-de-www-affinity_cookie New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session ASP.NET uses this cookie to keep track of requests made during a particular browsing session. Enables the retention of and separation of different users. Only used for websites with a password protected area. 

nyp-de-www-affinity_cookieCORS New York Pizza Functional www.newyorkpizza.de Session Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

___utmvb* Google analytics Analytical www.newyorkpizza.de Session This cookie is measure order details

___utmvm* Google analytics Analytical www.newyorkpizza.de Session This cookie is measure order details

_hjTLDTest Hotjar Analytical newyorkpizza.de Session This cookie is measure order details

___utmvc Google analytics Analytical www.newyorkpizza.de Session Determine the most generic cookie path to use, instead of the page hostname. This is done so that cookies can be shared across subdomains (where applicable).

nyp-de-api-affinity_cookie New York Pizza Functional images.newyorkpizza.de Session Cookie used to enable Google Analytics. 

nyp-de-api-affinity_cookieCORS New York Pizza Functional images.newyorkpizza.de Session Used to expose images, v ia a subdomain (cloud delivery network)

conversion Google Social/Marketing/Advertising www.googleadserv ices.com 12 months Used to measure an order and attribute to marketing

X-AB Google Social/Marketing/Advertising sc-static.net 12 months Cookie used for Google domain to track conversion. 

MUID Bing Social/Marketing/Advertising bing.com 13 months This cookie is widely used my Microsoft as a unique user identifier. It can be set by embedded microsoft scripts. Widely believed to sync across many different Microsoft domains, allowing user tracking.

RUL Google Doubleclick Social/Marketing/Advertising doubleclick.net 12 months This cookie is widely used my Microsoft as a unique user identifier. It can be set by embedded microsoft scripts. Widely believed to sync across many different Microsoft domains, allowing user tracking.

tta_attr_id_mirror TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 12 months Used by DoubleClick to determine whether website advertisement has been properly displayed. 

tta_attr_id TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 12 months This cookie tracks the online behav iour to push relevant online offer on Tiktok. 

v iewer_id Social/Marketing/Advertising searchrys.com 12 months This cookie tracks the online behav iour to push relevant online offer on Tiktok. 

passport_csrf_token_default TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 2 months This cookie tracks the online behav iour to push relevant online offer on Tiktok. 

passport_csrf_token TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 2 months This cookie tracks the online behav iour to push relevant online offer on Tiktok. 

tt_webid Bing Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 3 months This cookie tracks the online behav iour to push relevant online offer on Tiktok. 

DSID Google Doubleclick Social/Marketing/Advertising doubleclick.net 1 day Cookie used to store if the user has seen embedded content for TikTok. 

IDE Google Doubleclick Social/Marketing/Advertising doubleclick.net 18 months The "DSID" cookie is used by Google to store user preferences and information of Google maps.

ac_csrftoken TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 1 day This cookie from Google contains a randomly generated User-ID, which allows Google to recognize you across multiple websites and to serve personalized ads

part Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 12 months Cookie used to store if the user has seen embedded content for TikTok. 

ttwid TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising tiktok.com 12 months This cookie tracks the online behav iour to push relevant online offer on Tiktok. 

_GRECAPTCHA Google Social/Marketing/Advertising www.google.com Session Cookie used to store if the user has seen embedded content for TikTok. 

SNID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 6 months This cookie is set by Google reCAPTCHA, which protects our site against spam enquiries on contact forms.

datr Facebook Social/Marketing/Advertising facebook.com 24 months To Enable ad delivery or retargeting on the Google domain.

sb Facebook Social/Marketing/Advertising facebook.com 12 months The DATR cookie is used when a web browser accesses Facebook, and helps Facebook identify suspicious login activ ity and keep users safe.

CONSENT Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 2038* Used by Facebook to improve friend suggestions. 

NID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.nl 6 months Consent to use google cookies to store v isitors'preferences and personalizes ads - *17 years cookie lifetime. 

OGPC Google Doubleclick Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 1 month  The NID cookie contains a unique ID used to remember user preferences and other information, such as preferred language, how many search results user prefer to have shown on a results page and whether user want to have Google’s SafeSearch filter turned on.

OGP TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com Session Used by DoubleClick to determine whether website advertisement has been properly displayed. 

1P_JAR Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com Session Cookie used to store if the user has seen embedded content for TikTok. 

OTZ Google Social/Marketing/Advertising www.google.com 4 weeks The 1P_Jar cookie can be used for multiple purposes within the Google domain. 

SID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 24 months used by Google analytics to track website traffic information. Links activ ities of website v isitors to other dev ices that are prev iously logged in v ia the Google account. In this way, advertisements are tailored to different dev ices.

__Secure-1PSID TikTok Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 24 months used to play YouTube v ideos embedded on the website.

__Secure-3PSID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 24 months Security cookie to confirm v isitor authenticity, prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect v isitor data from unauthorized access.

HSID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 12 months Security cookie to confirm v isitor authenticity, prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect v isitor data from unauthorized access.

SSID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 24 months The "HSID" cookie is set by DoubleClick (which is owned by Google) to build a profile of the website v isitor's interests and show relevant ads on other sites.

APISID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 6 months Google collects v isitor information for v ideos hosted by YouTube on maps integrated with Google Maps.

SAPISID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 24 months The cookie is used to play YouTube v ideos embedded on the website.

__Secure-1PAPISID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 24 months Google collects v isitor information for v ideos hosted by YouTube.

__Secure-3PAPISID Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 24 months Security cookie to confirm v isitor authenticity, prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect v isitor data from unauthorized access.

SIDCC Google Social/Marketing/Advertising google.com 24 months Security cookie to confirm v isitor authenticity, prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect v isitor data from unauthorized access.

Funktionale Cookies (ohne zuhstemmung)

Statistik und Analyse der NYP-Dev ices

Werbe-Cookies und verhaltensbezogene Inhalte der Werbung


